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NEED FOR THE DIGEST
Peace and Conflict Studies (henceforth: Peace Science) has emerged as an academic discipline with its own
graduate programs, handbooks, research tools, theories, associations, journals, and conferences. As with most
scientific communities, the slow migration of academic knowledge into practical application becomes a limiting
factor of a field’s growth, its impact, and the overall effectiveness of its practitioners.
The expanding academic field of Peace Science continues to produce high volumes of significant research that
often goes unnoticed by practitioners, the media, activists, public policy-makers, and other possible beneficiaries.
This is unfortunate, because Peace Science ultimately should inform the practice on how to bring about peace.
The research and theory needed to guide peace workers to produce more enduring and positive peace,
not only more peace studies, have come to stay. Bridging the gap between the peace movement
moralism and foreign policy pragmatism is a major challenge facing everyone who seeks to achieve
peace on Earth. (Johan Galtung and Charles Webel)
To address this issue, the War Prevention Initiative has created the Peace Science Digest as a way to
disseminate top selections of research and findings from the field’s academic community to its many beneficiaries.
The Peace Science Digest is formulated to enhance awareness of scholarship addressing the key issues of our
time by making available an organized, condensed, and comprehensible summary of this important research as a
resource for the practical application of the field’s current academic knowledge.

Print subscriptions of the Peace Science Digest are available. We offer education
discounts for libraries, students, and faculty, and bulk discounts if you are interested in
more than one copy.
Help us offset a portion of our editorial costs by considering a print subscription.
For more information, please visit www.PeaceScienceDigest.org/subscribe or call us at
+1-503-505-5721.

Photo Credit: Joanna Kosinska on Unsplash
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LETTER FROM THE EDITORS
Dear Readers,
It is our pleasure to introduce Volume 3, Issue 4, of the Peace Science Digest.
As always, research analyzed in the Digest touches on a range of topics in the field of peace and conflict studies. While
not all will directly relate to your areas of interest or practice, the research summarized here is supplemented by thoughtprovoking practical analysis and reflection on contemporary relevance meant to spark curiosity and support our readers’
work, activism, and education in a range of fields related to peace and justice.
In this issue we examine research on the successful nuclear weapon free zone treaties that helped pave the way to the
2017 Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons, and how approaching nuclear weapons prohibition through regional
stepping stones may be the key to global abolition. Next, by looking at a study on levels of weapons imports, we see a
direct relationship between the influx of weapons and the likelihood of a specific classification of countries engaging in
civil war. In the third analysis, we learn that less than one in five nonviolent uprisings in the past 45 years has attempted
mediation to resolve the conflicts they seek to address. It turns out that higher risks and costs associated with a nonviolent
uprising—either the presence of radical flanks or high levels of state repression—are closely related to mediation attempts.
Next, we are taken to post-war Liberia where we explore the role trust, norms, and social networks play in the ability of
former combatants to reintegrate into society. The research highlights additional perspectives on the devastating toll war
plays on individuals and societies, even after the fighting ends. Our last analysis focuses on why different organizations in
the same movement choose the specific nonviolent tactics they do, resulting in a consideration of resource availability,
interdependence, and strategic decision-making.
We hope that the above sampling of our field’s important research will be useful to your work or education, in whatever
capacity that may be. As always, we are excited and grateful to have the opportunity to continue providing accessible and
useful peace science analysis to our audience—analysis that can be used to inform and strengthen arguments and action
against many of today’s harmful policies and institutions working to slow the progress of peace and justice.
Peace science has a crucial role to play, as it can inform peace advocates in their respective contexts of practice. As an
organization, we are committed to playing our role in ensuring that policies and actions harmful to humans and the planet
are resisted nonviolently—and effectively.
Your Peace Science Digest Editorial Team,
As a friendly reminder, print subscriptions of the Peace Science Digest are now available and can be shipped around the
world. To receive the Digest directly in your home or office, please visit us at PeaceScienceDigest.org/subscribe. To our
readers who have opted into a print subscription, thank you for your confidence and support.

Patrick Hiller
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Towards Global Abolition: Nuclear Weapon
Free Zones and the Treaty on the Prohibition
of Nuclear Weapons
Source | Hamel-Green, M. (2018). The implications of the 2017 UN Nuclear Prohibition Treaty for existing and proposed nuclear-weapon-free zones. Global Change, Peace & Security, 1-24.

Key
words

nuclear weapons
prohibition
nonproliferation
weapons treaty

Weapons of mass destruction are a contentious subject within the
international community. While most countries believe they should
never be developed, tested, or used, others insist they are necessary to
maintain security. In 2017, a majority of United Nations member states
voted to pass the Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons (TPNW),
a comprehensive ban on nuclear weapons. Those countries with nuclear
weapons, therefore, maintain their arsenals despite the majority opinion
of the international community. Decades before the signing of this treaty,
however, regional nuclear weapon bans successfully eliminated nuclear
weapons possession in large areas all across the world. In this article,

Continued Reading:
Low-Hanging Fruit: Ratify
Protocols for Nuclear-WeaponFree Zones
By Adam M. Scheinman. Bulletin of the
Atomic Scientists, June 28, 2018.

through an in-depth analysis of the TPNW and the five existing Nuclear

The Mystery at the Heart of North
Korea Talks
By Uri Friedman. The Atlantic, June 26,
2018.

treaties related to nuclear weapons—beginning with the 1967 Latin

https://thebulletin.org/2018/06/low-hanging-fruitratify-protocols-for-nuclear-weapon-free-zones/

https://www.theatlantic.com/international/
archive/2018/06/denuclearization-korean-peninsulamoon/562601/

The Ban Treaty: A Big NuclearWeapon-Free Zone?
By Sebastian Brixey-Williams. Bulletin
of the Atomic Scientists, June 21, 2017.

https://thebulletin.org/2017/06/the-ban-treaty-a-bignuclear-weapon-free-zone/

Weapon Free Zones (NWFZs), the author identifies key treaty components
that should be included in current and future nuclear weapon free zones in
order to strengthen these and enhance global implementation of the TPNW.
Regional nuclear weapon free zones predate most global, multilateral
American Tlateloco Treaty and followed by the 1985 South Pacific Rarotonga
Treaty, the 1995 Southeast Asian Bangkok Treaty, the 1996 African Pelindaba
Treaty, and the 2006 Central Asian Semipalatinsk Treaty. These nuclear
weapon free zones arose due to each region’s desire to ban nuclear
weapons—and its unwillingness to wait for the rest of the international
community to act—and they have advanced nuclear nonproliferation in
important ways. First, at least one NWFZ charter has been successful in
securing guarantees from nuclear-armed countries that their weapons
will not be used, stored, or tested in that region. Such guarantees are
similar to the protection norms of the chemical and biological weapons
ban agreements. Second, the unique characteristics, culture, and political
environment specific to each NWFZ make nuclear nonproliferation easier
to maintain. Participating countries within a NWFZ are able to identify
and address nuclear threats against their region—whether in the form of
a neighboring country looking to develop nuclear weapons or in the case
of an outside nuclear-armed state interested in testing or stationing its
weapons within the region. Lastly, NWFZs have been successful in creating
a “nuclear taboo” that has changed international opinion and norms
attributed to the role, legitimacy, and use of nuclear weapons.
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Noting these advancements made by NWFZs towards the goal of nuclear
nonproliferation, the author is interested in whether NWFZs can be
improved by incorporating aspects of the 2017 TPNW. By borrowing from
the comprehensive provisions of the TPNW, the author argues that the
existing NWFZs can strengthen their individual treaties and motivate
global implementation of the TPNW. The author suggests five specific areas
NWFZs should focus on:
1. All current and future NWFZs should acknowledge the significance and applicability of the TPNW. By doing so, they highlight
the important relationship between regional and global agreements
working to change the norms of reliance on nuclear weapons.
2. NWFZs should include provisions making it mandatory for their
members to sign and ratify the TPNW.
3. Four of the existing NWFZs (Latin America, South Pacific, Central
Asia, and Africa) should follow the example of the Bangkok Treaty
and specifically prohibit external nuclear-armed countries from
using, testing, or storing their nuclear weapons within their NWFZ.
4. In all current and future NWFZs, countries signatory to the treaty
should be prohibited from assisting or encouraging the nuclear
programs of nuclear-armed countries. NWFZs should also consider
banning nuclear weapons research if they haven’t already.
5.Any NWFZ that is affected by past nuclear weapon related activities, such as uranium mining, nuclear testing, etc., should include
or strengthen their provisions requiring victim assistance and/or
environmental rehabilitation.
The author concludes with the belief that even though the existing nucleararmed countries remain outside of the TPNW, current and future NWFZs
can still play a crucial role in influencing international opinion and
norms regarding nuclear weapons. They can also continue in their work
to prohibit cooperation with—and demand guarantees from—nucleararmed countries, thus shrinking the influence and public perception of the
weapons-holders even further.
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TALKING POINTS
• Nuclear Weapon Free Zones (NWFZs) have advanced the global movement against
nuclear weapons by requiring—in at least one case—commitments from nucleararmed countries to never use, test, or store their weapons within the NWFZ region.
• The unique characteristics, culture, and political environment specific to each
NWFZ simplify nuclear nonproliferation because countries within a NWFZ are better
able to address regional nuclear threats—whether in the form of a neighboring
country looking to develop nuclear weapons or in the case of an outside nucleararmed state interested in testing or stationing its weapons within the region.
• NWFZs have been successful in creating a “nuclear taboo” that has changed
international opinion and norms attributed to the role, legitimacy, and use of
nuclear weapons.
• Current and future NWFZs can strengthen their treaties by making it mandatory for
their members to sign and ratify the TPNW; specifically prohibiting external nucleararmed countries from using, testing, researching, or storing nuclear weapons within
their NWFZ; and including or strengthening provisions requiring victim assistance
and/or environmental rehabilitation from past nuclear weapon users in the region.

CONTEMPORARY
RELEVANCE
Included in the author’s suggested improvements for current and future NWFZs
are two regions currently at the center of international debate: the Middle East
and the Korean Peninsula. Both of these regions have proposed NWFZs of their
own but, for various reasons, have been unable to secure agreements. In the
Middle East, the UN has pursued a NWFZ as far back as 1974, and in 1990 it
expanded its proposal into a more inclusive weapons ban titled the Middle East
Weapon of Mass Destruction Free Zone (MEWMDFZ). However, ongoing violent
conflict and Israel’s possession of nuclear weapons have all but eliminated
regional consensus for such treaties. Iran was also on the verge of nuclear
weapons possession until the signing of the 2015 Iran Nuclear Deal. But now, with
the vitally important and effective deal tossed away by the Trump Administration,
Iran has little incentive to abide by the agreement and can once again begin
developing nuclear weapons.

8
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PRACTICAL
IMPLICATIONS
The 2017 Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons (TPNW) is, to
date, the most comprehensive agreement against nuclear weapons
possession and therefore stands as the ultimate tool for reaching
nuclear abolition. However, as this research has shown, Nuclear Weapon
Free Zones (NWFZs) have been very successful in eliminating nuclear
weapons at a smaller scale and providing a foundation for large-scale
treaties like the TPNW. Perhaps a region-by-region approach still has
an important role to play in nuclear abolition, despite the presence
of a global treaty. Neighboring countries often share similar social
and political values and therefore are better positioned to come to an
equitable agreement on nuclear weapons than large-scale international
treaties that, by nature, are designed to appeal to all countries and
therefore lack the nuance often found in regional treaties such as
those found in NWFZs. Though gradual abolition via NWFZs may be a
slower approach than a total ban, the social pressure applied by the
international community to conform to norms against nuclear weapons
would grow with the number of NWFZs, making it harder for countries
that possess or support nuclear weapons to justify their position. The
mounting pressure on nuclear-armed states could also be achieved
through a global treaty alone, but NWFZs have the added benefit of
on-boarding many countries at once, instead of one by one in the case
of the TPNW. Once universal adoption and effective implementation of
the TPNW is reached, regional prohibitions like the NWFZs can still play a
vital role in ensuring the longevity of the agreement. NWFZs can assist or
complement larger treaties with compliance and verification activities,
form cooperative security initiatives in their regions to avoid future arms
races, and help advance the efforts to ban (or strengthen the ban of)
other weapons of mass destruction.

(CC BY-SA 2.0)
bution-ShareAlike 2.0 Generic
Photo Credit: Dean Calma; Attri
of a Nuclear-Weapon-Free
tion
Crea
the
Possible Relevance to
IAEA Forum on Experience of
Austria, 21-22 November 2011
Zone in the Middle East. Vienna,
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When Countries Import More
Weapons, Are They More Likely to Go
to War?

Source | Pamp, O., Rudolph, L., Thurner, P. W., Mehltretter, A., & Primus, S. (2018). The build-up of coercive capacities: Arms imports and the outbreak of violent intrastate conflicts.
Journal of Peace Research, 55(4), 430-444.

Key
words

arms deal
weapons imports
civil war
autocracy

The relationship between violence, civil war, and weapons remains
complicated. Since weapons imports often happen at the same time as the
outbreak of war, it is difficult to determine which one may be primarily
causing the other. In this article, the authors set out to understand more
about this relationship by examining what effect a government’s military
build-up may have on the onset of civil war. As the authors note, previous
research has failed to adequately analyze this relationship by neglecting
to understand how these two factors can influence one another, especially
when they are likely occurring at the same point in time. This study is
unique in the way it takes into account the fact that weapons imports and
the outbreak of armed conflict can, and often do, occur at the same time.
In theory, the import of weapons can both cause an outbreak of civil war
and act as a symptom of an impending civil war. The authors set out to
determine whether and how the two factors influence one another.

Continued Reading:
Trends in International Arms
Transfers, 2017
By Wezeman, Fleurant, Kuimova, Tian &
Wezeman. SIPRI, March, 2018.

https://www.sipri.org/publications/2018/sipri-fact-sheets/
trends-international-arms-transfers-2017

Britain and the US Must Stop Fuelling
the Bloody Saudi War on Yemen
By Patrick Wilcken. The Guardian, March 20,
2018.

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/mar/20/
yemen-arms-saudi-arabia

Global Arms Trade and Corruption
World Peace Foundation, The Fletcher
School at Tufts University.
https://sites.tufts.edu/wpf/global-arms-trade-and-corruption/

In this study, the authors analyze the 2013 arms transfer data of 137
countries and compare that information with a dataset listing annual
intrastate conflicts from 2015. As mentioned above, the onset of armed
conflict and weapons imports can plausibly occur at the same time, which
can prove problematic when determining how/if one influences the
other. To overcome this difficulty, the authors develop a special equation
model designed to isolate variables that may be affecting one another
simultaneously, enabling them to determine which factor is primarily
influencing the other.
In their analysis, the authors choose to study only Major Conventional
Weapons (MCWs) and not to include SALWs (small arms and light
weapons). Although SALWs are likely to be used in a civil war, the data
on the importation of smaller weapons and ammunition is unreliable
and harder to track. Rebel groups are the usual importers of SALWs,
and typically they import them in secret. For their model, the authors
also differentiate between types of MCWs that may have more or less
importance in a civil war, as not all the weapons systems included in the
MCW category are relevant to that context. In their analysis, the authors
make note of the weapons that are of high importance in a civil war, such

10
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Major Conventional
Weapons (MCWs): a
classification that includes
a broad array of weapons
and military equipment-including missiles, armored
vehicles, artillery, and
aircraft, among others--that
are not either weapons of
mass destruction (WMDs)
or small arms and light
weapons (SALWs).

as aircraft, armored vehicles, and artillery, and the weapons that are of
lesser utility in a civil war, such as air-defense systems and anti-submarine
weapons. By weeding out the extraneous weapons, they are able to better
understand the relationship between weapons inflows and armed conflict
initiation.
The authors find a clear relationship between MCWs imports and an
increased likelihood of intrastate armed conflict. This relationship was
even more significant in “high-risk” countries—countries with more
conflict-inducing conditions, such as a hybrid autocratic/democratic
regime in control, instability with regards to the kind of regime in control,
a highly mountainous region, and a high percentage of the population
excluded from political power and participation. A maximum increase
in weapons imports (as identified in their dataset) corresponded with a
21% increase in the likelihood of armed conflict in high-risk countries,
whereas it corresponded with only less than a one percent increase in the
likelihood of armed conflict in low-risk countries. Assuming civil war
is about to break out in a given country, this observation suggests that
a government’s decision to import weapons—especially in a high-risk
country—will not serve as a deterrent to armed conflict, but rather the
importation may escalate the conflict and bring upon civil war.
In short, increased arms imports to countries with conflict-inducing
characteristics was demonstrated not to discourage or deter violence but
rather to have an escalating effect. These research findings, therefore,
challenge previous research suggesting that an increase in weapons
imports would deter armed conflict; instead, the authors find evidence of
just the opposite, especially in high-risk countries.

11
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CONTEMPORARY
RELEVANCE
In the past five years, protracted civil war has become an accepted part of the
global landscape, especially in the Middle East. It can be argued that the Middle
East is the most volatile region today, with high levels of violence and civil unrest.
Interestingly enough, Middle Eastern countries represent about half of all weapons
imports from the U.S. in the past five years (see SIPRI source under Continued
Reading). Based upon the above analysis, this fact should be of no surprise. The
biggest arms importer of U.S. weapons is Saudi Arabia, who, in turn, supplies
those weapons to the Yemeni government. Arms transfers are often overlooked
and under-reported, but upon closer examination the relationship between
arms imports and civil war becomes clear. It should be noted, however, that
arms imports do not cause an armed conflict—they only serve to exacerbate the
situation when conflict-inducing conditions already exist within a country. For
example, Saudi Arabia—a relatively “low-risk” country according to the authors’
indicators—has been importing large quantities of weapons for the past five
years and has not devolved into civil war. Conversely, Yemen could have been
considered “high-risk” prior to the outbreak of civil war and Saudi-led intervention
in 2015, and its security situation continues to deteriorate to this day.
Most importantly, this research has shown that increases in weapons imports do
not serve to deter armed conflict but rather can even bring it about. It is easy to
see how this finding could be even further accentuated in the case of ideologically
or religiously motivated armed groups like ISIS. Because their motivations to fight
are rooted in beliefs, they are unlikely to be dissuaded from fighting even when
the odds are against them, in the form of a government’s large supply of weapons.
In short, it is critical for peace practitioners and policy advisers to use this research
to dispel the myth that increasing weapons imports into politically unstable
environments will deter conflict."

TALKING POINTS
• In high-risk countries, an increase in weapons imports can significantly increase
the likelihood that armed conflict will break out.
• Increasing weapons imports does not serve as a deterrent to opposition forces in
high-risk countries.

12
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PRACTICAL
IMPLICATIONS
This research is helpful in understanding how to prevent potential civil wars.
Contrary to popular belief, the decision to increase weapons imports in the face
of security threats and civil unrest is unlikely to deter opponents. Some argue
that a government’s decision to increase weapons imports amid a burgeoning
conflict will signal to the opposition that the government is ready and highly
equipped to wage war, thus making the opponent back down. The results of this
study indicate that this is not usually the case and, in fact, that increasing weapons
imports may exacerbate the conflict. The lessons learned from this analysis can
be useful when determining applicable conflict resolution strategies in response
to unfolding civil unrest. In applying these insights to real world scenarios, major
arms exporting countries can be conscientious when selling weapons to countries
embroiled in political instability, as well as to countries that are known weapons
suppliers to volatile regions. Similarly, peace practitioners can strongly advise
against increasing arms exportation to at-risk countries and arms importation by
governments dealing with unrest. Instead they can choose to advocate alternative
conflict resolution strategies by making clear that the march to war is not a
deterrent but rather just that: a march to war.

e
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When Do Nonviolent Uprisings
Prompt Mediation?

Source | Svensson, I. & Lundgren, M. (2018). From revolution to resolution: Exploring third-party mediation in nonviolent uprisings. Peace & Change, 43(3), 271-291

Key
words

nonviolent/civil resistance
mediation
conflict resolution
violent repression
violent flanks

With all the recent scholarly attention devoted to nonviolent resistance,
surprisingly little has been dedicated to studying the relationship
between nonviolent uprisings and mediation attempts to resolve the
conflicts they bring to the surface. The authors here note that this gap in
scholarship may be due, in part, to the compartmentalized research fields
of nonviolent resistance and conflict resolution/management. While the
former is concerned with (nonviolent) conflict escalation and identifying
the conditions necessary for nonviolent movements to succeed, the latter
is concerned with conflict de-escalation and identifying the conditions
necessary for both sides (typically armed) to stop their violence and reach a
negotiated settlement. But, as other thinkers (such as King, Curle, Lederach,
and Dudouet) have noted, nonviolent uprisings are themselves part of a
broader conflict transformation process, where negotiation to establish a
new socio-political order is actually a principal objective—once an unequal
distribution of power has been rectified through nonviolent struggle.
The authors of the present research, therefore, wish to bring together these
research fields to frame their investigation into the question, “Under what
conditions does third-party mediation occur in nonviolent uprisings?”
Focusing on the time period 1970-2014, the authors compare two datasets
on nonviolent campaigns to a dataset on mediation attempts in nonviolent
uprisings to explore the factors influencing when mediation occurs in
response to nonviolent uprisings.
As there are numerous reasons why governments or opposition groups
may not wish to engage in mediation (including, for the government, the
appearance of their loss of control or a gain in legitimacy for the opposition
and, for the opposition, a loss of “revolutionary momentum” and a risk of
settling the conflict before an adequate shift in power has occurred), existing
mediation scholarship suggests that parties will only support a mediation
effort if the conflict has become sufficiently costly for them. Likewise,
mediators themselves are more likely to intervene when a conflict seems
likely to “create negative externalities, including the risks of escalation
to civil war and of wider instability and chaos.” The authors hypothesize,
therefore, that the incidence of attempted mediation in response to

14
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nonviolent uprisings will be higher in situations that have become costly for
the parties and where the risk of (violent) escalation is higher.
When the authors look at the data, they note, first, that the number of
nonviolent campaigns per year worldwide varies considerably across the
1970-2014 time period, starting low, peaking around the end of the Cold
War, and then decreasing again until another peak in the 2010s (during
the Arab Spring). The incidence of mediated nonviolent uprisings varies
similarly, revealing a somewhat steady mediation rate—19% of nonviolent
uprisings—across this time period. This fairly low mediation rate suggests
either that conflict parties often see mediation as too disadvantageous
or that “nonviolent campaigns do not generate sufficiently high risks
to incentivize mediation.” To explore those cases where mediation is
attempted, however, the authors examine a few variables of interest:
“geography, characteristics of the uprising, and the origins of the mediator.”
Of these, the most theoretically interesting is the second. The authors
consider characteristics of nonviolent uprisings—including the presence
of “radical flanks” in a movement and the severity of state repression—
that may lead uprisings to be at greater risk for violent escalation (hence
incentivizing mediation). Although they define “radical flanks” as “actors
characterized by more extreme demands and methods relative to other
protest groups,” they do not spell out more clearly how a demand or
a method counts as “extreme” enough to constitute an actor as part of
a radical flank. (In addition, the authors depart from Chenoweth and
Schock who instead look at “violent flanks,” focusing solely on the means
employed, as most of the nonviolent campaigns examined already have
radical demands.) Whomever they are including in this category, the

Continued Reading:
Nonviolent Resistance and Conflict
Transformation in Power Asymmetries
By Véronique Dudouet. Berghof
Research Center for Constructive Conflict
Management, September 2008.
http://edoc.vifapol.de/opus/volltexte/2011/2586/pdf/dudouet_handbook.pdf

Nicaragua Protests Grow Increasingly
Violent, 100 Killed Since April
By Frances Robles. The New York Times,
May 31, 2018.

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/05/31/world/americas/
nicaragua-protests-killings
html?action=click&module=RelatedCoverage&pgtype=Article&region=Footer

Inside Nicaragua’s Protest Movement
By Brent McDonald, Neil Collier, and Ben
Laffin. The New York Times, July 22, 2018.
https://www.nytimes.com/video/world/americas/100000006009073/nicaragua_protest.html

authors find that nonviolent uprisings with radical flanks have a higher
mediation rate—35%, as opposed to 14% for those uprisings without radical
flanks—suggesting that these may create greater incentives for mediation
due to the “greater risks of negative externalities.” Likewise, they find
that the more extreme the level of state repression against the nonviolent
uprising, the more likely attempted mediation is, again suggesting that
those cases with a higher “risk of escalation and widespread harm” are
more likely to be mediated.
Overall, therefore, the authors find tentative support for their hypothesis
that mediation is more likely in cases where nonviolent uprisings display

Nicaragua Clergy, Siding with
Protesters, Becomes ‘Terrible Enemy’
of Ortega
By Elisabeth Malkin and Frances Robles. The
New York Times, July 22, 2018.

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/07/22/world/americas/nicaragua-protests-catholic-church.html

Shoot to Kill: Nicaragua’s Strategy to
Repress Protest
By Amnesty International. May 29, 2018.
https://www.amnesty.org/download/Documents/AMR4384702018ENGLISH.PDF

greater costs and risks. In the end, they point out that mediation can
be an important “conflict prevention” tool for ensuring that nonviolent
uprisings do not escalate into violence and for facilitating a constructive
conflict trajectory. The difficulty is, of course, preventing possible violence
while not intervening with mediation so soon that the status quo is simply
reinstated, in cases where the nonviolent movement has not yet had ample
time to rectify the inequalities it was created to address.
15
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CONTEMPORARY
RELEVANCE
This research raises some important and provocative questions about the relationship between nonviolent resistance, violent
escalation, and mediation efforts. First, it draws attention to the fact that, despite the proven track record of nonviolent resistance to
create change (where violent resistance often fails) and to fundamentally transform the status quo, violence is still better able to spark
certain types of response—in this case, attempts at mediation—than nonviolence is, simply because it has the reputation of being more
“disruptive,” “risky,” or “threatening.” We’ve all heard the saying, “If it bleeds, it leads,” referring to news coverage of conflicts worldwide.
What is going on here is a similar dynamic: potential mediators tend to pay attention and see it as worth their while to intervene when
a conflict looks like it is at risk for violent escalation. Of course, there may be good reasons for this: people are physically harmed
when violence is employed by either side (or both sides) in a conflict, and this fact by itself may merit greater attempts at intervention
(mediation, in this case) to stop the violence one way or the other. But something else is also going on when members of the regime
being challenged do not initially take the threat of a nonviolent movement as seriously as they would the threat of a violent rebellion—
and therefore don’t think their situation is costly enough to warrant accepting mediation. In short, deeply engrained assumptions
about violence and nonviolence persist, despite recent research indicating that regimes have more to fear (in terms of holding onto
power) from nonviolent movements than from violent ones.
Second, the research makes us ask ourselves whether mediation is, in fact, a desirable outcome in nonviolent uprisings. On the one
hand, as the authors note, it may help prevent an escalation to violence if initiated at the right time (and if parties respond favorably).
On the other, premature mediation efforts risk preempting gains for justice that might have been made if the nonviolent movement
had been given more time to build power and withdraw power from the opponent regime.
These questions are brought into relief by recent events in Nicaragua, where an anti-government protest movement has emerged
and grown since mid-April of this year. Although initially formed in opposition to cuts in social security, the movement shifted focus
to attempting to oust President Daniel Ortega and institute broader democratic reforms once the regime started violently repressing
the largely nonviolent movement. The Nicaraguan church began facilitating a dialogue process between the regime and the protest
movement, but as the death toll has mounted—about 300 people had been killed by the end of July—church leaders have found it
increasingly difficult to remain neutral, vacillating between their role as mediators and their need to stand with those being victimized
by the government. So, while the Nicaraguan case illustrates the tendency of mediators (in this case domestic mediators) to step in
when a conflict is escalating to violence, it also underscores an additional finding not noted in the research: that while mediators in
a civil war context may be able to remain impartial, as both sides are responsible for comparable levels of violence, mediators in a
conflict where one side is engaged in nonviolent resistance and the other in violent repression may find it more difficult to remain
similarly impartial. In the case of the Nicaraguan priests, they can affirm their roles as both mediators and “protectors” of movement
activists (see Malkin and Robles article under Continued Reading), but the government clearly no longer sees them as impartial once
they have taken on the latter role, which has implications for the success of mediation efforts.
Furthermore, we can ask whether it would be beneficial for a mediation process to proceed at this point, when the nonviolent
resistance movement may still have gains to make in terms of bringing other segments of Nicaraguan society to its side and putting
greater pressure on the regime for significant changes. That said, such shifts in support and power become less likely the more violent
flanks emerge in the movement in reaction to government repression, as illustrated by the use of homemade weapons in the city of
Masaya to defend neighborhoods from government incursions. Although the violence in such instances is clearly asymmetrical, its
use by anti-regime activists—though understandable in the face of government repression—makes it harder for those who support the
Ortega regime to change sides and ultimately shift the balance of power—and may even further entrench support for the regime, as it
re-affirms Ortega’s representations of these activists as “terrorists” against whom the country must be defended.
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PRACTICAL
IMPLICATIONS
There are implications here for both mediators and journalists. For local and
international mediators, the challenge is to make one’s services available without
intervening too soon (before a severe power imbalance has been rectified),
lest one unwittingly serve the status quo. Perhaps nonviolent movements can
simply be trusted to refuse mediation if its offer comes too early, however,
so what matters is that mediators be sensitive to these dynamics when they
communicate with the various parties, not that they hesitate to offer their services
at all. For journalists, the key is to report just as attentively on—and take just
as seriously—nonviolent uprisings as they would violent rebellions, avoiding
outdated tropes in their writing about how nonviolence merely operates via the
persuasion of the adversary and instead emphasizing the shifts in power that
are occurring in a society facing nonviolent resistance. Furthermore, journalists
should be careful not to speak in general terms about “protests turning violent”
but rather should specify to whom the violence is attributed—violent flanks of
Photo Credit: CNS /Jorge Torres, EPA
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the
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session
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the movement or government forces—as this detail matters very much in terms
of how such conflicts are perceived on the world stage and how they precipitate
shifts in power. These moves will help parties and observers gain a more accurate
understanding of what is going on and make it more likely that mediation—when
it does emerge in response to nonviolent uprisings—better serves the dual
purposes of justice and peace.

TALKING POINTS
• Mediation has been attempted in 19% of conflicts involving nonviolent uprisings
from 1970 to 2014.
• Mediation appears to be more likely in cases where nonviolent uprisings display
greater costs and risks, especially of violent escalation.
• Nonviolent uprisings with radical flanks have a higher mediation rate—35%,
as opposed to 14% for those uprisings without radical flanks—suggesting that
movements with radical flanks may create greater incentives for mediation due to
the “greater risks of negative externalities.”
• The more extreme the level of state repression against the nonviolent uprising,
the more likely attempted mediation is, with 27% of nonviolent uprisings facing
extreme state repression being mediated (compared to 8% of those that do not face
state repression).
Photo Credit: Fredrick Omondi, Public Domain
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Social Capital, the Reintegration of
Ex-Combatants, and Peacebuilding in
Post-War Liberia

Source | Kilroy, W. & Basini, H. S. A. (2018). Social capital made explicit: The role of norms, networks, and trust in reintegrating ex-combatants and peacebuilding in Liberia. International Peacekeeping, 25(3), 349-372.
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When war comes to an end, one of the most pressing tasks is to ensure
that those who fought—and may have built their identities and livelihoods
around their combatant status—can return to find a meaningful place in
society and be accepted by their fellow community members. This process
of reintegration (usually combined with disarmament and demobilization
to constitute what is generally referred to as a “DDR” program for ex-combatants), if successful, can contribute in significant ways to the broader
peacebuilding project after violent conflict. The authors wish, therefore, to
explore the mechanisms by which reintegration unfolds—and particularly
the role that social capital plays in this process. More specifically, they ask:
“To what extent is social capital a factor in how reintegration proceeds, and
in how reintegration can ultimately contribute to peacebuilding?” Fol-

DDR: Disarmament,
					

lowing Putnam, the authors categorize social capital into its components

Demobilization, and
Reintegration (of excombatants)
Reintegration: “a wideranging social and
economic process through
which ex-combatants
gain civilian status and
a livelihood.” (Authors’
definition, adapted/
paraphrased from UN
definition.)
Social capital: “features
of social organization,
such as trust, norms, and
networks, that can improve
the efficiency of society
by facilitating coordinated
actions.”
Putnam, R. D. (1993). Making
democracy work: Civic traditions in
modern Italy. Princeton: Princeton
University Press.
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of trust, norms, and networks and use these to structure their analysis of
reintegration processes in post-war Liberia.
The second Liberian civil war ended in 2003, with the primary DDR
program running from December 2003 to June 2008 (and a supplementary program running from July 2008 to April 2009). The DDR program—
overseen by a national commission and implemented by the UN Mission
in Liberia (UNMIL), the UN Development Programme (UNDP), and other
national and international agencies—entailed fighters handing in their
weapons, registering, and then spending about five days in a demobilization center to receive “basic supports, food, health screening, and civic
education/counselling.” Afterwards, they were provided with “immediate
practical support” and “returned to the community of their choice” where
they then enrolled in either school or vocational training. The authors
conducted their research in Liberia in 2007, 2010, and 2011, employing a
variety of research methods, including focus groups, surveys, and interviews with both female and male ex-combatants, as well as community
members, women’s groups, and international, national, and local organizations involved in DDR work.
The authors found that social capital—in the form of trust, norms, and
networks—is central to how reintegration processes have played out in
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Liberia but also that it is a key product of these reintegration processes.

networks for daily socio-economic

Two kinds of trust were especially notable in the Liberian reintegration

survival. But even more prominent

process: the trust ex-combatants did or did not have in the DDR program

was the simple use of broader social

itself and the trust ex-combatants attempted to build with their receiving

networks—family, friends, religious

communities. With the first, trust could be undermined when ex-combat-

groups, etc.—not only to provide

ants’ expectations of the program did not match their experiences—wheth-

economic support but also to “foster

er due to inaccurate, heightened expectations or to actual failures on the

trust and counter stigma” in the

part of the program to deliver on its promises. For instance, some ex-com-

broader community by “vouch[ing]

batants mentioned not receiving their “start-up kits” to begin practicing

for” returning ex-combatants.

their new trade, their training certificates, their stipends, or adequate child
care during training. Furthermore, it mattered whether these shortcom-

In the end, the authors argue that so-

ings were perceived as mere oversights or as deliberate deception—with

cial capital is crucial to understand-

the latter obviously having worse implications for trust. In addition,

ing not only how reintegration pro-

many ex-combatants mentioned the issue of corruption in the DDR pro-

ceeds but also how reintegration may

gram—whether authorities stealing money or tools from the program

contribute to broader peacebuilding

or commanders selling off combatants’ weapons to civilians who could

processes in Liberia and elsewhere.

then collect DDR benefits. The authors note that undermined trust in the
DDR program—whether through unmet expectations or through blatant
corruption—likely translated into lower levels of trust in the new post-war
governmental authorities, with clear implications for peacebuilding.
Additionally, it was clearly important for ex-combatants to re-establish
trust in the communities where they were going to settle. When asked
what was most useful about talking to communities before settling there,
ex-combatants mentioned “acceptance, trust, or forgiveness” as the most
important consideration. Furthermore, receiving a certificate or having a
trade after the DDR training was not just important to ex-combatants for
practical reasons; it also established ex-combatants as productive members
of the community, providing them with a new identity and a reason for
community members to trust them.
The authors also note the importance of norms—the second dimension
of social capital—to facilitating reintegration. Although not all norms are
necessarily conducive to reintegration, behavioral norms promoted by the
DDR program and the broader community, as well as governance norms
related to inclusion and the nonviolent settlement of disputes, constituted
a new social contract, generating both “vertical social capital” (that between
a state and its citizens) and “horizontal social capital” (that among citizens, especially between ex-combatants and their receiving communities).
Adhering to behavioral norms—whether simply being “polite, respectful,
and neighbourly,” adopting a newfound belief in Christianity, or reverting to traditional gender roles (in the case of female ex-combatants)—was
important to ex-combatants in order to show their communities that they
had undergone some form of personal transformation since the war.
Finally, ex-combatants drew on their various networks to help them
reintegrate into the community. While many ex-combatants pointedly remarked on their efforts not to associate with former combatant networks,

Continued Reading:
Colombia: Reintegrating 14,000 Excombatants Remains a Challenge,
Security Council Told
By UN News. January 10, 2018.
https://news.un.org/en/story/2018/01/1000172-colombiareintegrating-14000-ex-combatants-remains-challengesecurity-council

Colombia: After the Violence
By Sara Reardon. Nature, Vol. 560, No. 7716,
August 2018. https://www.nature.com/immersive/
d41586-018-04976-7/index.html

Disarming the Mind Produced/directed
By Adam Levy. Nature, May 3, 2018.
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-05044-w

The Reintegration of Former
Combatants in Colombia By Isabella
Flisi. Oxford Research Group, February 13,
2017. https://www.oxfordresearchgroup.org.uk/Blog/thereintegration-of-former-combatants-in-colombia

Life After War: Watch as Colombia
Celebrates Peace with FARC Rebels
By Sofia Lotto Persio. Newsweek, June
27, 2017. https://www.newsweek.com/life-after-warwatch-colombia-celebrates-peace-farc-surrender-theirweapons-629449

in an attempt to move on, others clearly did still draw on these combatant
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TALKING POINTS
• Social capital—in the form of trust, norms, and networks—is central to how the
reintegration of ex-combatants has played out in post-war Liberia but also is itself a key
product of these reintegration processes.
• While ex-combatants’ trust in the DDR program could be undermined when their
expectations for the program were not met—with broader implications for their ability
to trust the new governmental authorities—ex-combatants’ desire to be trusted by their
receiving communities was a strong motivator for them and shaped their efforts to be
productive members of society.
• Adhering to behavioral norms was important to ex-combatants in order to show their
communities that they had undergone some form of personal transformation since the war.
• Social networks—whether family, friends, and so on, or in some cases former
combatant comrades—proved essential to ex-combatants’ reintegration into their
communities, in the form of both economic and social support.
• Social capital is crucial to understanding not only how reintegration proceeds but also
how reintegration may contribute to broader peacebuilding processes in Liberia and
elsewhere.
20
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CONTEMPORARY
RELEVANCE

PRACTICAL
IMPLICATIONS

Although the present research is focused on post-war Liberia, its central

Reintegrating former combatants into society, ensuring that they

contention—that social capital is a key factor in how reintegration

become full, productive members of the community who trust their

processes unfold when combatants return from the battlefield—is relevant

government and feel valued and trusted by their neighbors, is a crucial

to a range of post-war contexts. Certainly, how social capital will operate in

step in transforming and moving beyond violent conflict. This research

each context is unique, but this research reminds us that what is important

provides an important piece of the puzzle for understanding the micro-

is simply to inquire into the role that trust, norms, and networks play in

dynamics that drive successful (or less successful) reintegration. There

reintegration processes, lest we miss out on crucial dimensions of these

are, therefore, practical implications of the research for practitioners

processes. With regards to Colombia, for instance, which is currently in

involved in DDR programs. First, it is important to remember that

the process of reintegrating former FARC combatants as part of the peace

former combatants are socially embedded like the rest of us, with their

agreement signed in 2016, we might ask the following questions: Do

own forms of social capital, which DDR programs should take into

ex-combatants trust the authorities implementing the DDR process, and

consideration and build upon; as the authors note, DDR programs do

how does this trust (or lack thereof) influence their perceptions of the

not just start from scratch generating social capital in the societies in

DDR program? Is the DDR program meeting ex-combatants’ expectations,

which they operate. Second, DDR practitioners need to have heightened

and how is trust therefore being reinforced or undermined? What norms

awareness of the issue of trust—and the way it can be undermined if

are being promoted by the DDR program, and do these resonate with

they do not follow through with their end of the DDR “bargain” (fulfilling

other norms in the community or among former combatants? What social

obligations vis-à-vis skills training, employment, and so on). This includes

networks are ex-combatants already drawing on to navigate post-war life,

more clearly communicating the benefits of the program and tamping

both socially and economically, and how can these be leveraged by the

down on rumors involving inflated expectations, as these can contribute

DDR program? What are the implications of all these interactions between

to undermined trust if ex-combatants genuinely think that the program

social capital and reintegration for peacebuilding, more broadly? As noted

is going to deliver something that it is never going to. As probably one

in some of the sources under Continued Reading, there are currently

of the first venues ex-combatants have for interacting with “authorities”

frustrations with the DDR program among ex-combatants in Colombia, in

after the war, DDR programs have real potential to build trust between ex-

part due to the slow implementation of farming and/or vocational training

combatants and their governments as long as they are well run.

programs. The present research makes us more attentive to the possible
implications of such frustration for “vertical social capital”—the relationship

Third, it is important that DDR programs not discount the value of ex-

and trust between citizens and their government—and for longer-term

combatant networks, while being mindful of the risks associated with

peacebuilding. In short, if the peace process is to succeed, former

remobilization. Although some ex-combatants may wish not to associate

combatants must find a productive place within society where they feel

with their former comrades-in-arms in an effort to break ties with their

valued and able to contribute, and they must also trust their government

old selves and carve out fully new identities, others may naturally turn to

and feel as if it serves them as fully as it does other citizens.

fellow fighters—those who may have been their main friends and trusted
confidants for the past several years—for economic and social support
amid the uncertainty of the post-war context. Finally, as ex-combatants
are eager to establish new identities and become trusted members
of their communities, it is also important—as mentioned in the video
linked under Continued Reading—to prepare society for the re-entry
of ex-combatants; in other words, the focus of DDR programs cannot
simply be on the ex-combatants alone, without attention to the wider
community to which they will be returning. This is easier said than done,
of course, as many members of society may have experienced violations
at the hands of these very individuals. Trust-building and forgiveness
are slow, uncertain processes and will likely require broader transitional
justice mechanisms at the societal level before they can unfold at the
interpersonal level.
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Understanding Varieties of
Nonviolent Civil Resistance

Source | Cunningham, K. G., Dahl, M. & Frugé, A. (2017). Strategies of resistance: Diversification and diffusion. American Journal of Political Science, 6, 591-605.

Key
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self-determination

This study is another important contribution to the expanding scholarly
inquiry into nonviolent civil resistance. In this article, the authors examine
not only why organizations choose nonviolence but also why they use specific nonviolent tactics. Like many others, this study examines nonviolent
resistance aimed at high-stakes goals, in this case movements for greater
national self-determination. The two main questions guiding this study are:
1) Why do organizations choose nonviolence in a movement? And 2) Why
do they choose specific tactics? Arguing that current research on nonviolent campaigns focuses on mass nonviolent action, the authors of this study
introduce new data on the variety of resistance choices—including smaller-scale nonviolent action—applied by organizations. The authors’ principal
point is that interdependence of organizations in movements reveals itself

Continued Reading:
198 Methods of Nonviolent Action
By Gene Sharp, Albert Einstein Institution.
https://www.aeinstein.org/
nonviolentaction/198-methods-ofnonviolent-action/
Why Civil Resistance Works: The
Strategic Logic of Nonviolent Conflict
By Erica Chenoweth and Maria Stephan.
New York: Columbia University Press, 2011.
Peace Science Digest Special Issue:
Nonviolent Resistance
By War Prevention Initiative. June 2017.
https://peacesciencedigest.org/specialissue-nonviolent-resistance/
Diversification and Diffusion
By Kathleen Gallagher Cunningham,
Marianne Dahl, and Anna Frugé. PRIO Policy
Brief 20/2016.
https://www.prio.org/Publications/
Publication/?x=9203

not only through organizations copying the tactics of others (diffusion)
but also through the use of different tactics (diversification). The main
reasons for this diversification are organizational capacity (resource needs
and constraints) and competition among organizations within a movement.
When organizations in a movement face resource limitation and perceive
competition, they choose low-resource tactics over high-resource tactics.
High-resource tactics, for example, require the involvement of many people
(e.g., protest or electoral boycotts), whereas low-resource tactics can be
carried out effectively with few people (e.g., hunger strikes or blockades).
Importantly, within a movement organnizations' use of different tactics can
complement what others are doing, as well as differentiate organizations
from one another.
The authors advance four hypotheses: there is 1) a higher probability of an
organization using a tactic when other organizations in a movement use
the same one; 2) a decreased probability of an organization using a high-resource tactic when other organizations in a movement use the same one;
3) an increased probability of an organization using a low-resource tactic
when other organizations in a movement use high-resource tactics; and
4) an increased probability of an organization using a low-resource tactic
when other organizations in a movement use low-resource tactics. The
hypotheses are meant to examine how organizations' tactical choices might
influence one another. The hypotheses are tested through data on violent
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A key finding of this study is that
movement organizations’ choice of
nonviolent tactics is interdependent with other organizations in
the movement. Nonviolent tactics
have varying resource needs, and
organizations have varying capabilities and resources. Organizations
are incentivized to diversify their
and nonviolent strategies of all organizations (a total of 1,124) active in

nonviolent tactics when other

movements for self-determination (138 movements in 77 countries) from

organizations are active in the same

1960 to 2005. The dataset has three unique features: 1) organizations are

movement. However, the use of the

the unit of analysis; 2) several types of nonviolent tactics are examined;

same tactics among organizations

and 3) nonviolent tactics are examined in different contexts (e.g., periods

in the same movement (diffusion)

of peace, civil war, or mass nonviolent campaigns). The authors distinguish

does still take place sometimes. In

five types of nonviolent tactics:

addition, a significant insight is
that only a few self-determination

Tactic

Resource-need Example

Economic noncooperation High

Strikes, tax refusals, or
consumer boycotts

Protest and demonstration High

Rallies, protest, or
demonstrations

Nonviolent intervention

Low

Sit-ins, occupations, or
blockades

Social noncooperation

Low

Hunger strikes, self-immolation, or other self-harm

Political noncooperation

High and low

lent campaigns, yet more than 75%
use nonviolent tactics. This insight,
according to the authors, advances
our understanding of nonviolent
struggle as more than mass nonviolent campaigns. Furthermore,
movements for self-determination
are often labeled as violent when
they do not predominantly use

Organizational boycotts of

nonviolent tactics. As the au-

elections or withdrawals from

thors point out, their finding that

political office or coalition in

nonviolence is used in over 75% of

the government

the self-determination movements

The authors find that there was a high variety of tactics used by organizations and that more organizations used nonviolence (36%) than violence
(about 25%) over the study period. The authors find clear evidence of
diversification of nonviolent tactics based on resource needs, as well as
some measure of support for each of their hypotheses. For example, when
some organizations mobilize larger numbers of people in a movement for
protest (high-resource), it will be harder for others to do the same and, consequently, they are more likely to adopt a low-resource tactic. While this
might sound contradictory, this underlines the authors’ claim that interdependence of organizations in a movement manifests itself through both
diffusion and diversification of tactics.

movements engage in mass nonvio-

sheds new light on understanding
the dynamics of self-determination
movements. The authors consider
that a too narrow focus leads to a
mischaracterization of movements.
The authors encourage scholars and
practitioners to think more rigorously about the interdependence
of tactics and consider movements
holistically instead of characterizing
them as violent on the basis of just
some of their tactics, when indeed
nonviolent tactics are part of them
as well.
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CONTEMPORARY
RELEVANCE
Contemporary scholarly and public attention to nonviolence is high. The so-called
Arab Spring and Erica Chenoweth and Maria Stephan’s seminal study Why Civil
Resistance Works (2011) elevated the topic, inspiring continued research on and
informed engagement in nonviolent action. The contemporary relevance of
providing new insights to researchers and practitioners of nonviolence cannot
be overstated. The more knowledge that exists on the efficacy—but also on the
limitations—of nonviolent action, the fewer incentives there are for movements
with high-stakes goals to adopt violent tactics. This study has made the case
that movements must not be mischaracterized as only rebellions or only
mass nonviolent campaigns but instead seen through the lens of the various
interdependent tactics organizations employ. If both violent and nonviolent tactics
are used, the former tend to determine the movement’s public image, while the
latter might have more transformative power.

TALKING POINTS
• Tactical choices made by organizations in movements for self-determination are
interdependent.
• Nonviolent tactics have varying resource needs, and organizations have varying
capabilities and resources.
• Organizations are incentivized to diversify their nonviolent tactics when other
organizations are active in the same movement.
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PRACTICAL
IMPLICATIONS
Gene Sharp’s 198 methods of nonviolent action—outlined in his book The Politics
of Nonviolent Action (1973)—are well known by scholars and practitioners of
nonviolent civil resistance. That “arsenal of nonviolent weapons” is classified into
the three broad categories of nonviolent protest and persuasion, noncooperation
(social, economic, and political), and nonviolent intervention. The authors of
this study built their own categorizations on Sharp’s. Despite recognition of the
multifaceted nature of nonviolence, there is a tendency in public discourse to
limit nonviolence to the very visible public manifestations such as mass protest.
This study helps organizations in movements situate their own approach within
the overarching goal of the movement and consider different tactics that are
compatible with their capabilities and needs. Organizations and activists in
movements can better understand their competition and acknowledge the mutual
long-term goal they share (e.g., national self-determination in this study but also
democratization, human rights, and so on in other movements) while pursuing
proximate goals. Organizations can even coordinate with one another, building
relationships where previously they may have perceived competition and creating
a stronger movement in the process. By allowing movement organizations to
coordinate their diversity of nonviolent tactics based on their capabilities and
proximate goals, competition over “slices of the pie” can be transformed into
synergy, strengthening the entire movement.

sh
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TESTIMONIALS
This Magazine is where the academic field and
the practitioners meet. It is the ideal source for the
Talkers, the Writers and the Doers who need to inform
and educate themselves about the fast growing field
of Peace Science for War Prevention Initiatives!
John W. McDonald
U.S. Ambassador, ret.
Chairman and CEO, Institute for Multi-Track Diplomacy
As a longtime peace activist, I’ve grown weary of the
mainstream perception that “peace is for dreamers.”
That’s why the Peace Science Digest is such as useful
tool; it gives me easy access to the data and the
science to make the case for peacebuilding and war
prevention as both practical and possible. This is a
wonderful new resource for all who seek peaceful
solutions in the real world.
Kelly Campbell
Executive Director, Oregon Physicians for Social
Responsibility Co-founder,
9/11 Families for Peaceful Tomorrows
The Peace Science Digest is the right approach to
an ever-present challenge: how do you get cuttingedge peace research that is often hidden in hard-toaccess academic journals into the hands of a broader
audience? With its attractive on-line format, easy to
digest graphics and useful short summaries, the Peace
Science Digest is a critically important tool for anyone
who cares about peace – as well as a delight to read.”
Aubrey Fox
Executive Director (FMR), Institute for Economics and Peace
The field of peace science has long suffered from a
needless disconnect between current scholarship and
relevant practice. The Peace Science Digest serves as a
vital bridge. By regularly communicating cutting-edge
peace research to a general audience, this publication
promises to advance contemporary practice of peace
and nonviolent action. I don’t know of any other
outlet that has developed such an efficient forum
for distilling the key insights from the latest scholarly
innovations for anyone who wants to know more
about this crucial subject. I won’t miss an issue.
Erica Chenoweth
Professor & Associate Dean for Research at the Josef
Korbel School of
International Studies at the University of Denver
Peace Science Digest is a valuable tool for translating
scholarly research into practical conclusions in
support of evidence-based approaches to preventing
armed conflict.
David Cortright
Director of Policy Studies at the Kroc Institute of
International Peace Studies at the
University of Notre Dame
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How many times are we asked about the effectiveness
of alternatives to violent conflict? Reading Peace
Science Digest offers a quick read on some of the
best research focused on that important question.
It offers talking points and summarizes practical
implications. Readers are provided with clear,
accessible explanations of theories and key concepts.
It is a valuable resource for policy-makers, activists
and scholars. It is a major step in filling the gap
between research findings and application.
Joseph Bock
Director, School of Conflict Management,
Peacebuilding and Development
We must welcome the expansion of peace awareness
into any and every area of our lives, in most of which
it must supplant the domination of war and violence
long established there. The long-overdue and much
appreciated Digest is filling an important niche in that
'peace invasion.' No longer will anyone be able to deny
that peace is a science that can be studied and practiced.
Michael Nagler
Founder of the Metta Center for Nonviolence
The Peace Science Digest is a major contribution to
the peace and security field. It makes complex issues
more understandable, enabling professional outfits
like ours to be more effective in our global work.
The Digest underscores that preventing war is about
more than good intentions or power; it is also about
transferable knowledge and science.
Mark Freeman
Founder and Executive Director of the Institute for
Integrated Transitions (IFIT).
The distillation of the latest academic studies offered
by the Peace Science Digest is not only an invaluable
time-saving resource for scholars and policymakers
concerned with preventing the next war, but for
journalists and organizers on the front lines, who can
put their findings to good use as they struggle to hold
the powerful accountable and to build a more just
and peaceful world.
Eric Stoner
Co-founder and Editor, Waging Nonviolence
Peace Science Digest is an invaluable tool for
advocates for peace, as much as for educators. In it
one quickly finds the talking points needed to persuade
others, and the research to back those points up.
David Swanson
Director, World Beyond War
“The Digest is smartly organized, engaging, and
provides a nice synthesis of key research on conflict,
war, and peace with practical and policy relevance.
The Digest’s emphasis on “contemporary relevance,”
“talking points,” and “practical implications” is a
breath of fresh air for those of us trying to bridge
the academic-policy-practitioner divides. Highly
recommended reading.”
Maria J. Stephan
Senior Advisor, United States Institute of Peace
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RECOMMENDED SOURCES OF PEACE JOURNALISM
AND ANALYSIS:

PEACEVOICE
A peace and justice op-ed distribution
service and an extensive library of ready-to-publish commentary and op-eds written by peace
professionals, focusing on changing the U.S.
national conversation about the possibilities of
peace and justice and the destructive cycle of war
and injustice. PeaceVoice operates on the belief
that presenting academically informed opinions
that promote peace and nonviolent conflict
resolution provides the public one of the best,
and most absent, deterrents to war and injustice.
www.peacevoice.info

TRANSCEND
MEDIA SERVICE
A nonprofit peace network specializing
in exclusive analysis, research and policy commentary on local and global affairs. Topic areas
include political, economic and social issues; as
well as global insight on nonviolence, activism
conflict resolution and mediation.
www.transcend.org/tms

PEACE POLICY
A product of the University of Notre
Dame’s Kroc Institute for Peace Studies,
providing research-based insight, commentary,
and solutions to the global challenge of violent
conflict. Contributions include writing from
scholars and practitioners working to understand the causes of violent conflict and seeking
effective solutions and alternatives war and the
use of force.
https://peacepolicy.nd.edu/

OTHER WORDS
Distributor of no-cost commentary, opeds, columns and cartoons focused on empowering readers to become more engaged in issues
of local and global peace, justice, democracy,
economy and the environment.
www.otherwords.org

FOREIGN POLICY
IN FOCUS

POLITICAL VIOLENCE
@ A GLANCE

A “Think Tank Without Walls” connecting the research and action of 600+ scholars,
advocates, and activists providing timely analysis
of U.S. foreign policy and international affairs,
and recommends policy alternatives seeking
to make the United States a more responsible
global partner.
www.fpif.org

Political Violence @ a Glance answers
questions on the most pressing problems related
to violence and protest in the world’s conflict
zones. Analysis comes from a distinguished team
of experts from some of America’s top universities. The goal is to anticipate the questions
you have about violence happening around the
world and to offer you simple, straight-forward
analysis before anyone else does. No jargon. No
lingo. Just insightful content.
www. politicalviolenceataglance.org

See more issues and get a print subscription at:
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OUR VISION
OUR MISSION
OUR CORE
VALUES

Our vision is a world beyond war by 2030 and humanity united by a global system of peace with justice.
Our mission is to advance the Global Peace System by supporting, developing and collaborating with
peacebuilding efforts in all sectors of society.
Nonviolence – We promote strategic and principled nonviolent solutions over any kind of armed conflict.
Empathy – We view social problems through the eyes of others and respectfully communicate with each
other in the pursuit of mutual understanding.
Planetary loyalty – We consider ourselves global citizens, living in harmony with humanity and nature.
Moral imagination – We strive for a moral perception of the world in that we: (1) imagine people in a web
of relationships including their enemies; (2) foster the understanding of others as an opportunity rather
than a threat; (3) pursue the creative process as the wellspring that feeds the building of peace; and (4) risk
stepping into the unknown landscape beyond violence

AREAS OF FOCUS

WE SUPPORT

Support Rotary International’s focus on peace by aiding the Rotarian Action Group for Peace with human,
logistical and content-related resources.
Support development of effective strategies to convince Americans that the United States should not
promote war, militarism or weapons proliferation, but rather embrace conflict resolution practices that
have been shown to prevent, shorten, and eliminate war as viable alternatives to local, regional and global
conflicts.
Support building grassroots social movements seeking a world beyond war.

WE EDUCATE

Actively contribute to peace science and public scholarship on war prevention issues.
Share information and resources with multiple constituencies in an understandable manner.
Provide evidence-based information on peace and conflict issues with immediately potential doable
policy advice to public policy makers.
Advance the understanding and growth of the Global Peace System.

WE ENGAGE

Convene national and international experts in ongoing constructive dialog on war prevention issues via
our Parkdale Peace Gatherings.
Connect likely and unlikely allies to create new opportunities.
Participate in peacebuilding networks and membership organizations.

UNDERLYING
ASSUMPTIONS

We are at a stage in human history where we can say with confidence that there are better and more
effective alternatives to war and violence.
A Global Peace System is evolving.
Poverty, employment, energy, education, the environment and other social and natural factors are interconnected in peacebuilding.
Peace Science and Peace Education provide a path to a more just and peaceful world.
Multi-track diplomacy offers a sectoral framework for creating peacebuilding opportunities
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